
MOVES201

Mobile learning made easier
MOVE S201 is a tablet designed for Education, fully ready to provide the best mobile learning experience with all the 
tools necessary for school assignments and projects. The long battery life supports the mobility aspect of the device, 
allowing it to go the entire school day.

Purpose-built for Education
Easy to carry around, MOVE S201 is built to be the ideal learning tool for students on the go. The portability form 
factor enables collaboration among students in the classroom and the touch screen works with the thin-tip stylus pen  
to deliver more precision in every task.

Light and Semi-Rugged Design built to last
Featuring a light but semi-rugged design, MOVE S201 is prepared to handle student use inside and outside of the 
classroom. It is resistant to dust and drops up to 70cm, offering more protection and extending the device’s lifespan. 

Preloaded Inspiring Knowledge Education Software and 
Science Kit Included*
MOVE S201 includes ikES, a stack of software tools which gives teachers and 
students the opportunity to engage together in a fulfilling learning experience.
The Microlens snaps on the webcam and works as a microscope (up to 30x 
magnification lens) for science tasks and the Thermal Probe detects 
temperature fluctuations.

Learn anywhere, 
anytime

*Accessories work in conjunction with ikES (Inspiring Knowledge Education Software)



ik Classroom Management
enables teachers to manage
all learning activities.

LabCamera
promotes experiments using 
the built-in camera.

ik Parental Control
Security Ecosystem Platform,
to manage children’s activity.

SPARKvue®

promotes scientific inquiry 
and experimentation.

Intel® Education Theft 
Deterrent
protects lost or stolen devices.

Media Camera
enhances creativity 
and media literacy.

McAfee® Antivirus
protects devices from 
malware and enforces 
safe computing practices.

For more information, please contact: edsmb@jpik.com
Features on software depends on hardware of the device and the platform used.
www.ikes.jpik.com | www.mymaga.eu

Android 6.0.1

Intel® Atom™ Z8350

2GB DDR3L

32GB eMMC

10.1” HD 1280x800, 350nit, multi-Touch

3 cel. 6300 mAh (up to 7 hours)

5V/2A, 10 Wats, USB plug, EU/UK/US plug

WiFi 802.11 b/g/n with BT 4.0 + EDR

fTPM 2.0

Front: 0.3M, Rear: 2.0M

2x0.7W speakers, digital microphone

G-sensor; e-Compass; Gyroscope; Light sensor, Thermal Probe sensor

1x micro-USB, 1x Micro SD Card Slot; 1x Audio combo jack; 1x Micro HMDI

Drop test up to 70cm drop, IP52

795g

275.5 x 180.8 x12.3mm

Capacitive Stylus Pen; Micro Lens; Thermal Probe, USB cable

IKES included
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